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	Although Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) is generally thought of as a research area at the intersection of machine learning and computational logic, Bergadano and Gunetti propose that most of the research in ILP has in fact come from machine learning, particularly in the evolution of inductive reasoning from pattern recognition, through initial approaches to symbolic machine learning, to recent techniques for learning relational concepts. In this book they provide an extended, up-to-date survey of ILP, emphasizing methods and systems suitable for software engineering applications, including inductive program development, testing, and maintenance.Inductive Logic Programming includes a definition of the basic ILP problem and its variations (incremental, with queries, for multiple predicates and predicate invention capabilities), a description of bottom-up operators and techniques (such as least general generalization, inverse resolution, and inverse implication), an analysis of top-down methods (mainly MIS and FOIL-like systems), and a survey of methods and languages for specifying inductive bias.Logic Programming series
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Professional C# (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
If we were to describe the C# language and its associated environment, the .NET Framework, as the
most important new technology for developers for many years, we would not be exaggerating. .NET is
designed to provide a new environment within which you can develop almost any application to run on
Windows, while C# is a new programming...
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Thoracic Surgery for the Acute Care Surgeon (Hot Topics in Acute Care Surgery and Trauma)Springer, 2020

	
		This volume is a “how-to guide” to treating thoracic trauma and emergencies for acute care surgeons. It highlights the diagnosis and management of thoracic disease and injuries, and each chapter includes algorithms that lead readers through the process of identifying and treating many common and some uncommon thoracic...
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Agent and Multi-Agent Systems: Technologies and Applications: First KES International Symposium, KES-AMSTA 2007, WroclawSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International Symposium on Agent and Multi-Agent Systems - Technologies and Applications, KES-AMSTA 2007, held in Wroclaw, Poland in May/June 2007. China in November 2006.
The 110 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 464 submissions and contain 4 papers...
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 7: A Visual Introduction to Digital PhotographyFocal Press, 2008
'Introduction to Elements' is the essential all-round resource pack for all users of Adobe Photoshop Elements 7. Bestselling author Philip Andrews has refined this industry-standard resource over numerous editions, to bring you exactly the information you need to get right up to speed with the software, cut out wasted time in your workflow, and...
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Linux Bible : Boot Up to Fedora, KNOPPIX, Debian, SUSE, Ubuntu , and 7 Other DistributionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Linux Bible 2006 Edition is here to open your eyes to what Linux is, where it came
from, and where it’s going. But, most of all, the book is here to hand you Linux and
help you get started. Because Linux is the operating system of free speech and free
choice, Linux Bible gives you choices in selecting the Linux that is right...
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Tunable Laser OpticsAcademic Press, 2003
"...a well-organized and well-written book...The reader gains insight and understanding into the selection of components and the trade-offs involved in creating turnable laser optics. I enjoyed the book and commend Francis J. Duarte on another addition to his already impressive resume in optical science" - Optics and Photonics News,...
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